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DEATH
AND
TRANSFIGURATION
Ottilie and Eduard
in Goethe's
Elective Affinities
Erlis Wickersham

lective Affinities (1809) by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
is a subtle, playful and finally disturbing novel of science
and susceptibility. It is a description of the lifestyle,
philanthropies, artistic endeavors, and attitudes of the landed rural
nobility in Goethe's time and personal experience. As the novel opens,
a wealthy married couple has recently established a contented life on
their country estate. They had been close friends when they were
young, but each had married someone else for practical reasons.
Eduard's family in particular had wanted him to choose an older
woman with a large fortune, who delighted in spending money for
Eduard's benefit, instead of choosing Charlotte, the excellent but
impoverished young lady whom he had intended to marry. Since both
are widowed now, Eduard has recently sued for Charlotte's hand, thus
completing an action thwarted by circumstance many years before.
Charlotte had questioned Eduard's insistence on the consummation of
their previous intentions, pleading changed circumstances and, not least
of all, changed character, but he was not to be turned from his plan.
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Now Charlotte is content to remain safely alone with Eduard on
their lovely estate. She believes that this is the life they had agreed to
lead when he presented himself to her after so many years. She thought
that each of them had envisioned a life of quiet usefulness and exclusiv
ity. One could certainly view this as an illustration of the classical ideal,
marked by an adult sense of responsible behavior and dignity. But
Eduard soon expresses an interest in including others in their placid
existence. Spoiled throughout his life, he is used to fulfilling his every
wish. And, not surprisingly, he does so in this instance as well. Two
invited guests, one the husband's lifelong friend and the other the wife's
adoptive daughter, join them in their elegant, tranquil, but also remote,
existence. In each case, the choice of invited guest falls on someone who
is thought to be worthy but disadvantaged through no fault of his or
her own. Thus each choice is viewed as a form of philanthropy.
Eduard's friend, the Captain, later a Major, has talents undervalued
by his employers, a theme which Goethe had adumbrated in parts of
his first sentimental novel, Werther. Eduard would like to give the
Major a refuge while he seeks a better situation, one which his friend
Eduard is convinced he richly merits. Charlotte's ward, Ottilie, has
many virtues, but she is not succeeding in school as Charlotte's own
daughter Luciane does. It is possible that she is overshadowed by the
more successful Luciane or that the system of education does not favor
her skills. The education of children according to their natural
inclination is another theme which Goethe treats, notably in his
celebrated Bildungsroman Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre. (In fact, Ottilie
can be said to resemble Mignon, a figure symbolic of Romantic poetry
in Wilhelm Meister in that she is an instinctive rather than an intellec
tual person.) Charlotte is convinced that living quietly on the estate
will help Ottilie to develop her talents.
In both instances, that of Eduard as well as Charlotte, the marriage
partner is acting the role of deus ex machina in the life of the guest, one
that is surely more justified in Charlotte's case, since she is Ottilie's
foster mother, than in Eduard's. This idyllically described life d quatre
encourages Eduard and Charlotte's main pursuit, which is the refur
bishing or establishment of outbuildings and the ordering of walks,
vistas and bodies of water on the estate.
The older gentleman and younger woman are innocent, gentle,
and well-intentioned people; the Major provides excellent help with
sketching plans and the younger woman is an unobtrusively helpful
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housekeeper. Without meaning to do so, they function as "free
radicals," setting in motion strong emotional attractions which destroy
the marital happiness so recently secured by their hosts. The Captain
is attracted to Charlotte and the young woman, Ottilie, to Eduard.
While the exemplary wife and the mature single man reject giving way
to their feelings, the husband and younger woman succumb, ingenu
ously, thoughtlessly and unconditionally, but not physically, to their
inclination—with ruinous results.
It is not only they themselves who suffer the consequences of their
emotional intimacy, but also the innocent child, born of a curious and
imaginary "double adultery" by Charlotte and Eduard. The child's
death precipitates the novel's puzzling, even stubbornly mystical
concl\ision. The urgent questions at the end of the novel are whether
each protagonist expects to find a transcendent persistence of personal
relationships beyond the grave and what the reader is to make of these
and other unorthodox attitudes connected with death and dying in Die
Wahlverwandtschaften.
Elective Affinities has resisted interpretation from the earliest days
of its publication. John Winkelman puts it well when he observes "The
Elective Ajfmities...h3s been the commentators' despair. Benno von
Wiese, in his introduction to the novel...called it 'the most opaque and
perhaps the most ambiguous book that Goethe ever wrote."" Goethe's
other masterpieces, Werther and Wilhelm Meister, are viewed as the
canonical sentimental novel and novel of education, respectively.
Elective Affinities is so controversial there is not even general agreement
as to whether it is about marriage, morality, and free will or not.
Perhaps it is rather a parody of the Romantic movement.^
What consensus there is about the novel concentrates on the
following three points. First, the book is not Romantic but rather an

'John Winkelmaji, Goethe's Eteaive Affinities
1987),4.
' These assertions have been investigated in lengthy monographs and as parts of discussions m
general texts about Goethe and the novel. Recent treatments have been fairly numerous,
especially as chapters contained in longer works or volumes of essays. See Gabzielle Bersier,
Goethes Ratsdpamdie der Romantik Eine neue Lesart der 'Wahlverwandtschafien." Niemeyer,
1997, also the Goethe Yearbook, Volume VIII, Ellis Dye, "Goethe's Walhverwandtschafien-.
Romantic Metafiction," (1996, 66-92), also S. Adam^ik, Subversion und Suhstruktur: Zu einer
Phanomenologiedes Todes im Werk Goethes (Berlin: New York: Lang, 1985), Norbert Bolz, ed.,
Goethes Wahlverwandtschafien: Kritische Moddle und Diksursanalysen zstm Mythos Literatur.
Hildesheim: Gerstenbeig, {981.
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ironic treatment of Romantic themes.^ Second, it is not a convention
ally moral book but it is about maturity, responsibility and supremely
about the nature of human volition versus the irrational claims of the
heart. Finally, even if Goethe seems to indicate that the characters who
perish believe death will not part them, Goethe could not actually
believe this himself for a number of reasons.
I accept the second claim, confirmed by the title itself, that Elective
Affinities is about acts of free will versus the imperative demands of the
heart. But I will dispute the claim by Atkins^ and others, that there are
no Romantic conceptions to which the author subscribes. Careful
analysis of the perceptions of death' and the afterlife by those who
perish, namely, Eduard and Ottilie, shows that these characters do
indeed believe they will be united after death. Furthermore, Goethe's
treatment here and elsewhere of such Catholic themes as sainthood and
such contemporary secular themes as anorexia and death by an act of
will rather than by physical means, suggests that Goethe himself could
feel sympathetic toward this view. This reading of Elective Affinities
challenges the long-standing critical belief that Goethe condemned the
Romantic movement in contemporary German literature, especially in
the first decade of the nineteenth century.
The translator of the Penguin edition, David Constantine, says
succinctly and gracefully what many critics have said before him:

' Elisabeth Herrmann summarizes: "Im Gegensatz zu der haiifig vertretenen Ansicht, Goethe
sei in diesem Werk romantischen Bestrebungen verfallen, kommen W. J. Ldlyman und G.
Bersier zu der wichtigen Erkenntnis, dafi Die Wahlverwandtschaften als Kiitik und Parodie der
Romantik zu verstehen sind" {TodesproUematik,12). In English this quotation means generally
that although some say Goethe did succumb to Romantic attitudes, Lillymanand Bersier come
to the important conclusion that this novel is to be smdeistood as a criticism and parody of
Romanticism.
* Stuart Atkins's argument can be summarized by saying that Goethe was an Enlightenment
thinker. Exponents of this philosophical movement are neither Catholic nor credulous. Only
indirectly, as an influence on artistic taste, does romantic religious thought affect the world of
Die Wahlverwandtschaften. Not merely is it basically alien to Goethe's secular, strongly ethical
humanism, but it would also be incongruous in a milieu of enlightened Protestants for whom
religious rituals are ceremonial orJy." Stuart Atkins, "Die Wahlverwandtschaften:" Viovel of
German Classiasm" in Essays o« Goethe. Jane K. Brown and Thomas P. Saine, eds. (Columbia,
S. C.: Camden House, 1995), 153.
'"In der groRen Fiilleder Wahlvenmndtschafien-V orschungfindet sidi nurwenig Literatnr,die
sich mit der Thematik des Todes eingehend auseinandersetzt" (Elisabeth Herrmann, Die
TodesproUematik in Goethes Roman "Die Wahlverwandtschaften" [Berlin: Erich Schmidt, 1998],
15). The critic here says that in the great number of critical writings about Elective Affinities
there are few treatments of the problem of death.
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"Goethe's novel is steeped in death. The second book is fixated on it,
but in the first, too—in the fear of the graveyard, the fear of poisoning,
the fear of drowning—death nudges into prominence" (xv). Constantine
also asserts that the book's "subject is the denial of life and a sort of
freezing to death" (x). These words can also apply to Goethe's earlier
novel The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774). In both texts Goethe uses
a congeries of symbols, most of them connected clearly with death; a
division into two books; prefiguring and repetition with variation; and
both a narrator and the personal writings of the protagonist, in this case
Ottilie's diary, to tell his tale. In both novels, unhappy love causes
death, and Werther fully expects to be reunited with Lotte in heaven.^
While others have made a detailed study of Goethe's own attitude
toward death—namely that he avoided all sight and mention of it, never
attended funerals, and did not believe in an afterlife^—his characters
consistently assert that death is not the end of their feelings for each
other. They state directly that they will continue to exist as lovers
beyond the grave. German romantic literature, too, because it is often
Catholic in nature and Utopian, especially in the early phases of
Romanticism (viz. Novalis's Klingsohr's Fairy-Tale in Heinrich von
Ofterdingen [1800]), leaves the reader with the implied understanding
that human consciousness and emotion transcend the grave.
When we examine this novel closely, we notice several facets
which are worthy of mention before we turn to the young woman and
older man who do not survive the action. First, the older pair illustrat
ing Goethe's experiment with "elective affinities," Charlotte and the

^ In the Deutscher TaschenbucL Verlag edition of Werther (Miinclien, 1973), ba^ed on tbe
Gedenkausgahe of tbe works, letters and conversations of Goetbe, pubHsbedby Artemis Verlag,
Wertber says: ^Icb tiaame nicbt, idi wabne nicbtl Nabe am Grabe wind mir es beJler. Wir
werden sein! wir werden nns wieder seben! Deine Mutterseben! Icb weidesie seben, werde sie
finden, acb und vor ibr mein ganzes Herz ausscbiitten! Deine Mutter, Dein Ebenbild," 143.
Wertber is saying tbat be's not dreaming or deluded, tbat tbey willsee eacb otber again, tbat be
will also see Cbarlotte^s mother, be wiUfind ber, and potir out bis wbole beart to bar. Tben be
repeats: Cbailotte's mother, berimage. Criticsinvariably point to tbe presence here of agitated
syntax, numerotis exclamation points, ellipsis and otbersigns tbat Wertberis laboring under tbe
influence of extreme emotions. Yet be states with disarming simpHcity tbat tbey will exist and
see eacb otber again.
' Herrmann, Todesprohlematikt 17, 27, 29, 33 et passim. Tbe reference from 33 reads: "Zwar
beziebt Goetbe in der abstrakten Reflexion wie in seinem dicbteriscben Werk den Tod auf das
Leben, abergerade nicbtim Hinbbck auf ein Weiterleben nacbdem Tod, sondemmit Blick atif
Sterben und Tod als Spiegel des Daseins." In general this quotation says tbat Goetbe does not
believe in a life after death but sees death and dying as a mirror of beii^.
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Major, are clearly Enlightenment figures. This can be seen most
particularly in the mature, ordering tasks which they undertake on
behalf of the estate and their friends or patrons, in their ability to
postpone the satisfaction of their own desires, in their controlled use of
speech and action, in their willingness to be subordinate to others in
almost any scene, and in the carrying out of social activities such as
visits in the neighborhood, service to the state and so forth. Readers
have noted that they most probably receive their heart's desire at some
time after the close of the action because there is no emotional or
ethical barrier to a marriage, if they choose one, after the deaths of
Eduard and Ottilie. Yet, at the same time, they have the flaws which
accompany their strengths. Charlotte is a fearful person and the Major
not a very successful one. They are less sympathetic than their
counterparts precisely because of the mastery of their emotions, even
though they illustrate at every turn the ideals of German Classicism, as
expounded in Goethe's poetry, in Schiller's essays, and in the various
dramas and short epics of Goethe's mature period.
Eduard is unwilling to give up his desire for Ottilie; however, she
is unusually slow to realize that in this situation she is transgressing,
indeed that she is showing immense ingratitude to the woman who had
in fact already rescued her twice, once from penury and the loss of
social status and later from the ignominy and discomfort of her
situation at boarding school. While these facts are true, what is ironic
about comparing one "couple" with the other is that a recital of the
concrete actions performed by Eduard and Ottilie sounds very much
like the actions of Charlotte and the unnamed Major. Eduard is helpful
to a fault to his friends; he goes to war like any responsible noble
man—albeit to tempt fate and, if he survives, to win Ottilie. He was an
obedient son, marrying the older woman chosen for him by his
parents, and he manages his estates as responsibly as any. He is sorely
missed by his gardener when he absents himself due to the developing
situation, since he takes an intimate interest in his trees, having raised
them from young saplings. Such a nurturing activity with its underpin
ning of study and botanically accurate information is certainly an
Enlightened activity; in fact, the word in German for such work is
called caring for a "tree-school" (Baumschule). It may carry Romantic
implications as well, since any aspect of nature might be appreciated by
a Romantic, but the manipulation, ordering and alteration of nature.
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such as one sees in the breeding and planting of trees in serried rows is
not strictly an activity in that tradition.
Ottilie, who, like Theresa in Wilhelm Meister, has housewifely
skills rather than great intellect or culture, not only shows herself to be
self-effacing and excellently tactful in helping to manage the household,
but she begins a school of her own for poorer children who need
instruction in practical skills. These activities are eminently suitable for
an Enlightenment protagonist.
Despite their Enlightenment activities, however, Ottilie and
Eduard are essentially characterized by the absolute abandon,
unconditionality, and immoderation of their feeling. As early in the
novel as Ottilie's birthday celebration [Part 1, Chapter 15], Eduard
convinces himself that she is entirely his and she leans against him in
childish trust.' The major "fault," if there is one, is certainly Eduard's,
because he utterly refuses to allow Ottilie to leave the estate. Even after
the death of his son, he forces her to abandon her plan to return to her
boarding school, where she hopes to undertake meaningful and selfless
activities on behalf of others. There are other suitors for her hand,
including the Architect and the Assistant at the school, both of whom
see her as unique in commendable ways.
Because Ottilie cannot separate herself from the "sinful" situation
on the estate with Eduard, and because she is indeed responsible for the
death of the child by drowning, as well as for allowing Eduard to
persist in his hope for a union with her at some unspecified future time,
Ottilie atones for her transgressions by simply refusing to either speak
or take nourishment until she dies. The shock of hearing a condemna
tion of those who disrupt the sanctity of marriage from the quixotic
figure named Mittler (Facilitator) who appears on the estate from time
to time seems to precipitate her demise. Here, too, as in the case of the
angel faces in the chapel, a reader could just as easily see the Mittler
himself as a disruptive force and even a slightly ridiculous one.
The most perplexing problem in this novel comes after Ottilie's
death. Goethe describes a woman who seems to be sanctified, not
simply because she is buried in a glass coffin and laid to rest in a chapel
whose angels are the likeness of her. The Architect has painted her face
* In the Trunz edition oiDie Wahlverwandtschajien (Miinchen: DeutscherTaschenbuch Verlag
1980, 103-104), the author says Ottilie "lehnte such schuchtem an Eduard, dem diese
Annaherung, dieses Zutrauen das voUe Gefiihl gab, dass sie ihm ganz angehore."
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on all them, something more indicative of the state of mind of the
painter than an indication that the author views Ottilie in tritely
religious terms. Ottilie is also viewed by common people in the vicinity
as sanctified because at least one person, her serving girl, believes she
has been cured miraculously of broken limbs by touching her after her
death. Others make pilgrimages to the chapel seeking help for their
afflictions. These details are so "unclassical" that critics are reduced to
saying that Goethe uses the word "seems" in his descriptions or that
there may be a logical explanation for each miraculous occurrence.
Eduard resolves to follow Ottilie in death, even though her last
words, and the only words which she has spoken at the end of the
novel, have been to make him promise that he will live. It is he who
expresses the belief that he will be with her beyond the grave. Typically
for this author, Goethe makes Eduard's efforts to starve himself
unsuccessful. With ironic emphasis Goethe has him declare that it is
easier to say one will die than to do so. He views everything he does as
a poor and insufficient imitation of Ottilie's supreme sacrifice. Yet he
is overtaken by death while looking at his own small souvenirs of her.
The author's cryptic last lines for the book are: "So the lovers are side
by side, at rest. Peace hovers over their dwelling-place, cheerful images
of angels, their kith and kin, look down at them from the vaulted
ceiling, and what a sweet moment it will be for their eyes when on
some future day they wake together."'
Ottilie and Eduard are foolish, frail and flawed, one might say,
from the first to the last in this novel. It is the inevitability and the
extreme intensity of their feelings that lead the reader to see these lovers
in a Romantic light and that make them more appealing than any other
figures in the text. The description of details following their death
marks the picture of Ottilie and Eduard as a sentimental and Catholic
one.
A possible interpretation of the perplexing denouement of
Elective Ajfinities is that if there is such a thing as attraaions which
have a force similar to the forces in chemistry, and Goethe was aware
that these ideas had a punning and superficial quality, then there will
be varying degrees of human effort applied to resisting or setting them
aside. Even if one postulates, with Goethe, that for some chemical

^ ElectiveAffinities,David Constantine, translator (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1994), 240.
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combinations there is no free will—and it could be argued that Ottilie's
passive nature and her powerlessness as a woman in the society and
social stratum of her time can be seen as one of these combina
tions—once the damage has been done, Ottilie does nevertheless feel a
strong desire to atone for her faults and even to die in order to remove
herself from a morally intolerable situation. This is not aberrant, as one
might suggest in a contemporary setting, but such a striking example of
self-mastery that for those who are incapable of similar sacrifices and
who admire her sweet nature, Ottilie does become a "saint."" In many
of his books, Goethe has praised such gestures, and in his poetry,
notably "Selige Sehnsucht," the concepts of death and transformation
are described in very positive terms. These are experiences which
accompany the individual through life and may even bring him/her to
higher planes of existence. It is also typical of Goethe's oeuvre that
women are capable of greater sacrifices than men in physical matters,
that they give a more positive example, as in the "eternal feminine" of
Faust, and that they function therefore as civilizing influences. The
supreme example of this is Goethe's Iphigenia.
In sum, Ottilie is finally a Romantic figure, one who ijiay be
understood as giving her life for the happiness of others to expiate the
death of the child in her care. Goethe sees this act positively, despite his
Classical stance in personal and spiritual matters. He is not above using
Romantic and Catholic motifs, just as Schiller did in Maria Stuart, when
an exemplary human being may best be praised in these terms.
Eduard, however, is another matter. Throughout the novel the
author subtly underlines Eduard's lack of maturity and egocentrism, his
superstitious use of risky behavior in war as an excuse for pursuing his
desire to possess Ottilie, and "possess" is the word used in the text.
Finally the author underlines the fact that Eduard contravenes even
Ottilie's last wishes in desiring his own death. He does this for the
selfish reason that he wishes to be with her, or at least like her, in this
matter, as in all matters which preceded her demise. He does not permit
her to restructure her life so as to be helpful to others, if this would
mean that she would pass beyond his influence. In fact, one wonders

Tbis explainstke so-called "miracle" of the servant girl, consumed with guilt because shehad
eaten Ottilie's meals and thus helped to hasten her death, falling from the window but feeling
that her purported injuiies are curedwhen she touchesOttilie's bier,imagining thather mistress
has forgiven her transgressions.
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why, even in a patriarchal society, and despite his appealing personal
ity, the people around him continuously permit him to live life on his
own terms, despite the cost to others and to himself. It seems a selfish
love indeed which desires the presence of the beloved even when it will
cost her life. And yet, Eduard is rewarded, if one calls it that, by a place
beside Ottilie in the chapel in perpetuity—something which Charlotte
arranges in her usual efficient way—and by the author's final words,
which give the promise of a reunion when (or the German might read:
"if") "they wake together."
It is not Eduard's behavior which is rewarded here, but the depth
of his feeling, which is the first genuine emotion of intense passion in
his life (and he says this himself, since his other relationships were all
in some sense arranged, rather than inspired. These emotions are
colored and compromised by a variety of human frailties, but Goethe
is always tolerant of frailties in his characters, particularly in male
protagonists, viz. Faust, Wilhelm Meister, Orestes, even Mephistopheles. The Christian framework is as visible in Faust as it is here in Elective
Affinities, even if in both texts it is made ironic at every turn. Despite
the understandable desire of many readers to let irony rule over
genuine feeling, let us assert: Goethe hoped that exceptional emotions,
like chemicals which combine and recombine in whatever form, but do
not really disappear, would survive even death, not in every case, but
in the case of those who love as unwisely as may be, but all too well.

